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Lenses are a popular approach to bidirectional transformations, a generalisation of the view update problem in

databases, in which we wish to make changes to source tables to effect a desired change on a view. However,

perhaps surprisingly, lenses have seldom actually been used to implement updatable views in databases.

Bohannon, Pierce and Vaughan proposed an approach to updatable views called relational lenses, but to the

best of our knowledge this proposal has not been implemented or evaluated to date. We propose incremental

relational lenses, that equip relational lenses with change-propagating semantics that map small changes to the

view to (potentially) small changes to the source tables. We also present a language-integrated implementation

of relational lenses and a detailed experimental evaluation, showing orders of magnitude improvement over

the non-incremental approach. Our work shows that relational lenses can be used to support expressive and

efficient view updates at the language level, without relying on updatable view support from the underlying

database.
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1 INTRODUCTION

A typical web application is based on a three-tier architecture with user interaction on the client
(web browser), application logic on the server, and data stored in a (typically relational) database.
Relational databases employ SQL query and update expressions, including projections, selections and
joins, which correspond closely to familiar list comprehension operations in functional languages.
Relational databases offer data persistence and high performance and are flexible enough for a range
of applications. However, the impedance mismatch between database queries and conventional
programming makes even simple programming tasks challenging [Copeland and Maier 1984].
Languages such as C# [Meijer et al. 2006], F# [Syme 2006; Cheney et al. 2013], Links [Cooper et al.
2006], and Ur/Web [Chlipala 2015], and libraries such as Database-Supported Haskell [Ulrich and
Grust 2015], have partly overcome this challenge using language-integrated query, in which query
expressions are integrated into the host language and type system.
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However, language support for database programming is still incomplete. For example, views
are a fundamental concept in databases [Ramakrishnan and Gehrke 2003] that are typically not
supported in language-integrated query. A view is a relation defined over the database tables using
a relational query. Views have many applications:

(1) A materialised view can precompute query answers, avoiding expensive recomputation;
(2) a security view shows just the information a user needs, while hiding confidential data;
(3) finally, views can be used to define the external schema of a database, presenting the data in a

form convenient for a particular application, or for integrating data from different databases.

Most databases allow specifying views using a variant of table creation syntax, and views can
then be used in much the same way as regular database tables. It is therefore natural to wish to
update a view; for example, making a security view updatable would make sense if the user is
intended to have write access to the view data but should not have write access to the underlying
table. Unfortunately, it is nontrivial to update views. Some view updates may correspond to multiple
possible updates to the source tables, while others may not be translatable at all [Dayal and Bernstein
1982; Bancilhon and Spyratos 1981]. Most relational database systems only allow selection and
projection operations in updatable views, so updating views defined using joins is not allowed.

Lenses were introduced by Foster et al. [2007] as a generalisation of updatable views to arbitrary
data structures. A lens is a pair of functions get : S → V and put : S × V → S , subject to the
following round-tripping or well-behavedness laws:

get(put(s,v)) = v put(s, get(s)) = s

Lenses are particularly well-suited to programming tasks where it is necessary to maintain con-
sistency between ‘the same’ data stored in different places, as often arises in web programming.
A great deal of research on bidirectional programming has considered this problem, especially in
the functional programming community [Stevens 2007; Bohannon et al. 2006a; Hidaka et al. 2010;
Foster et al. 2007, 2010; Diskin et al. 2011; Hofmann et al. 2011, 2012; Wang et al. 2011].

Perhaps surprisingly, relatively little of this work has considered view updates in databases. The
most important exception is the work of Bohannon et al. [2006a], who proposed lens combinators
for projections, selections and joins on relational data, and proved their well-behavedness. These
relational lenses are defined using put functions which map the source database and an updated
view to the updated source database. Bohannon et al.’s work showed that it is possible in principle
for databases to support updatable views including joins, provided the type system tracks integrity
constraints on the data, such as functional dependencies.

However, to the best of our knowledge, the practicality of relational lenses has not been demon-
strated. The proposed definitions of get and put are state-based Ð they showed how to compute the
view from the base table state, and how to compute the entire new state of the base tables from the
updated view and the old table state. These definitions suggest an obvious, if naive, implementation
strategy: computing the new source table contents and replacing the old contents. This is simply
impractical for any realistic database, and is usually hugely wasteful, in the common case when
updates affect relatively few records. Replacing source tables would also necessitate locking access
to the affected tables for long periods, destroying any hope of concurrent access.

Luckily, replacing entire source tables with their new contents is seldom necessary. The reason is
that updates to tables (and views) are often small: for example, a row might be inserted or deleted,
or a single field value modified. Indeed, there is a large literature on the problem of incremental view

maintenance [Gupta and Mumick 1995; Koch 2010; Koch et al. 2016] addressing the problem of how
to modify a materialised view to keep it consistent with changes to the source tables. The benefits
of incremental evaluation are not confined to databases, either: witness the growing literature on
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Fig. 1. Propagating changes through lenses from view to source.

adaptive and incremental functional programming [Acar et al. 2006; Hammer et al. 2014; Cai et al.
2014]. Indeed, the foundations of change-oriented bidirectional transformations have even been
investigated in the form of edit lenses [Hofmann et al. 2012] and other formalisms. It is natural to
ask whether incrementalisation can be used to make relational lenses practical.

In this paper, we propose incremental relational lenses. Figure 1 illustrates our approach. Given a
lens ℓ (defined by composing several primitive lenses ℓi ), and the initial view value V = getℓ(S),
suppose V is updated to V ′. We begin by calculating a view delta (i.e. change set) ∆V = V ′ ⊖ V .
Here ⊖ is the operation that calculates a delta mapping one value to another. Then, for each step ℓi
of the definition of ℓ, we translate the view delta ∆Vi of Vi to a source delta ∆Vi−1. We do this by
defining an incremental version of the put operation, δput, which takes S and ∆V as arguments,
and which satisfies the following law:

put(S, get(S) ⊕ ∆V ) = S ⊕ δput(S,∆V )

where ⊕ denotes the application of a delta to a value. Finally, once we have calculated the source
delta ∆S = ∆V0, we translate it to a sequence of SQL INSERT, UPDATE and DELETE commands.
Our approach avoids recomputing and replacing entire tables. Moreover, it can often translate

small view deltas to small source deltas. Working with small deltas reduces the amount of computa-
tion and data movement incurred. On the other hand, incremental relational lenses still may need
to access the source tables to compute correct deltas. We show that this can be done efficiently by
issuing auxiliary queries during delta propagation.
We have implemented incremental relational lenses in Links [Cooper et al. 2006], a web pro-

gramming language with comprehensive support for language-integrated queries. Our experiments
show that incremental evaluation offers dramatic performance benefits over the naive state-based
approach, just as one would hope or even expect. Perhaps more importantly, we prove the cor-
rectness of our approach. The state-based relational lens definitions have a number of subtleties,
and proving the correctness of their incremental versions is a nontrivial challenge. Since relational
lenses use set-based rather than multiset-based semantics, recent work by Koch [2010] and Cai
et al. [2014] on incrementalising multiset operations does not apply; instead, we build on classical
work on incremental view updates [Qian and Wiederhold 1991; Griffin et al. 1997]. Incremental
relational lenses are also related to edit lenses [Hofmann et al. 2012] and some other frameworks;
we discuss the relationship in detail in Section 7.

Outline and contributions. In the rest of this paper, we present necessary background on relational
lenses and incrementalisation, define and prove the correctness of incremental relational lenses,
and empirically validate our implementation to establish practicality.
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• ğ 2 shows how relational lenses are integrated into Links, and illustrates our incremental
semantics for relational lenses via examples.
• ğ 3 presents background from Bohannon et al. [2006a], including auxiliary concepts and their
state-based definitions of relational lenses.
• ğ 4 introduces our framework for incremental relational queries.
• ğ 5 presents our main contribution, incremental relational lenses, along with proofs of cor-
rectness of optimised forms of their δput operations.
• ğ 6 presents our experimental results.
• ğğ 7 and 8 discuss related work and present our conclusions.

2 RELATIONAL LENSES BY EXAMPLE

In this section we illustrate the use of relational lenses as integrated into Links, a web and database
programming language [Cooper et al. 2006].We first illustrate the naive implementation of relational
lenses and then show the incremental approach. We use an example from Bohannon et al. [2006a]
involving a small database of albums and tracks, and an updatable view that can be defined over
it using relational lenses. In Links, it is straightforward to define a web-based user interface for
editing such a view; we elide those details. We also suppress the technical details of relational
lenses and incrementalisation until later sections.
In Links, we can initialise a database connection using the database1 expression, e.g.:

var db = database "music_database";

We can then define table references that correspond to actual database tables, using the table

expression; for example, we can define references to the tables łalbumsž and łtracksž as follows:

var albumsTable = table "albums"

with (album: String, quantity: Int)

tablekeys [["album"]] from db;

var tracksTable = table "tracks"

with (track: String, date: Int, rating: Int, album: String)

tablekeys [["track", "album"]] from db;

In a table expression, the table name and names of fields and their types are given, and the
tablekeys clause provides a list of lists of field names. Each element of this list should be a key
in the sense that the combined field values are unique in the table; for example, in albumsTable

there is at most one row with a given album field, whereas in tracksTable the track and album
fields together uniquely identify a row. Key constraints are a special kind of functional dependency,
discussed further below.

Links supports language integrated queries and updates over base tables. We have extended Links
with updatable views based on relational lenses. Relational lens definitions require the specification
of functional dependencies for base tables, constraints that indicate which attributes determine the
value of other attributes. As an example, a functional dependency album → quantity says that if
two rows have the same album attribute, they must also have the same quantity value.

The lens keyword makes a base table into a basic lens, and allows specifying additional functional
dependencies beyond key constraints 2. We define basic lenses for each of our tables: the albums table
has a functional dependency album → quantity, and the tracks table has a functional dependency
track → date ratinд, which says that date and ratinд depend on track . This implies that any

1Information such as the hostname, port, username and password needed to access the database also needs to be provided;

this can be included in the database expression or, as here, in a separate configuration file.
2Such constraints are not currently checked in our implementation, but this is straightforward and an orthogonal concern.
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track may appear in different albums, but should have the same date and ratinд. (These functional
dependencies are as specified by Bohannon et al. [2006a], but result in a database with some
redundancy; however, we keep the example as is for ease of comparison with prior work.)

var albumsLens = lens albumsTable with album -> quantity;

var tracksLens = lens tracksTable with track -> date rating;

A common workflow within a web application is to extract some view of the data from the
database, associate it with a form, and map form responses to updated versions of the associated
data. If the mapping from the database to the form data is defined by a lens, then the view can be
fetched from the lens using the get operation. When the user submits the form, the put operation
of the lens should allow us to propagate the changes to the underlying database. So, we can add a
row to albumsTable as follows:

var albums = get albumsLens;

var newAlbums = albums ++ [(album='Disintegration', quantity=1)]

put albumsLens with newAlbums;

Because albumsLens is simply a basic lens wrapping albumsTable, this is equivalent to just using a
SQL-style update, written in Links as follows:

insert into albumsTable values [(album='Disintegration', quantity=1)]

In practice, views are more useful for selecting subsets of data or combining tables. For example,
the web application might show a form allowing updates to a single album at a time, such as
‘Galore’. The updatable form data can be extracted using a select lens on tracksLens which requires
rows to have album = ‘Galore’. We then call get on the select lens, make any desired changes and
then use put on the select lens and the new view to update the database.

/* create a lens which selects only the tracks from 'Galore' */

var selectLens = lensselect from tracksLens where album = 'Galore';

/* get the smaller subset of tracks */

var tracks = get selectLens;

/* ... newTracks = updates to tracks ... */

/* update database */

put selectLens with newTracks;

Suppose tracksTable contains the entries specified in Figure 2 on the left. Calling get on the lens
produces the view on the right, containing only the records having album = ‘Galore’. If the user
changes the rating of the track ‘Lullaby’ to 4, then submits the form, an updated view is generated
as shown on the right in Figure 3. The application can then call put on the view, which will cause
the underlying tracksTable table to be updated with the changes to the ‘Lullaby’ tracks. Notice
that we must change both tracks because of the functional dependency track → date ratinд. This
will produce the updated table as shown on the left in Figure 3.

Type and Integrity Constraints. Both views and base tables can be associated with integrity con-
straints, and updated views need to respect these constraints. There are three kinds of constraints:

(1) The updated view should be well-typed in the usual sense. Views that have rows with extra or
missing fields, or field values of the wrong types, are ruled out statically by the type system.

(2) The updated view should satisfy the functional dependencies associated with the view. Thus,
the functional dependency track → date ratinд from our example implies that we cannot
change the rating or date of ‘Lullaby’ in one row without changing all the others to match.

(3) The updated view may also need to satisfy a predicate on the rows. Views defined by lenses
may have selection conditions, such as album = ‘Galore’. Inserting rows with other album
values, or changing this field in existing rows, is not allowed.
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track date rating album

‘Lullaby’ 1989 3 ‘Galore’

‘Lullaby’ 1989 3 ‘Show’

‘Lovesong’ 1989 5 ‘Galore’

‘Lovesong’ 1989 5 ‘Paris’

‘Trust’ 1992 4 ‘Wish’

get
⇒

track date rating album

‘Lullaby’ 1989 3 ‘Galore’

‘Lovesong’ 1989 5 ‘Galore’

Fig. 2. Select lens example: computing the view (right) from the source (left) using get

track date rating album

‘Lullaby’ 1989 4 ‘Galore’

‘Lullaby’ 1989 4 ‘Show’

‘Lovesong’ 1989 5 ‘Galore’

‘Lovesong’ 1989 5 ‘Paris’

‘Trust’ 1992 4 ‘Wish’

put
⇐

track date rating album

‘Lullaby’ 1989 4 ‘Galore’

‘Lovesong’ 1989 5 ‘Galore’

Fig. 3. Select lens example: computing the new source (left) using put on the new view (right) and old source

(from Fig. 2, left). The change to the view results in two changes to the source.

These constraints all originate in the definition of schemas for relational lenses introduced by
Bohannon et al. [2006a]. The correctness properties of relational lenses rely on these integrity
constraints, and if the updated view satisfies its constraints then the updated underlying table will
also satisfy its own constraints.

Incremental View Updates. Bohannon et al. [2006a] define the get and put directions of relational
lenses as set-theoretic expressions showing how to compute the new source given the old source
and the updated view. The most obvious approach to implementing the put behavior of a relational
lens is to use these definitions to calculate the new source table ‘from scratch’ and replace the
old one with the new one. For example, in Figure 3 this would mean deleting all five tuples of
the old tracks table and then re-inserting the three unchanged tuples and the new versions of
the two modified ones. We could accomplish the desired effect in Figure 3 using SQL UPDATE
operations to change just the ratings of the ‘Lullaby’ tracks to 4. This would typically be more
efficient (especially if there were many more unaffected rows).

Therefore, we adopt an incremental approach, as outlined in the introduction. Instead of working
with the entire tables, we first compute a delta for the modified view, that is, sets of rows to be
inserted and deleted. We illustrate deltas as tables with rows annotated with ‘+’ (for insertion)
or ‘-’ (for deletion). An example delta for the update shown in Figure 3 is shown on the left of
Figure 4. This delta is then used to calculate a delta for the source table, as shown on the right side
of Figure 4.
Once we have computed the change set for the underlying tables from Figure 4, we can use

the delta and other available information (such as tablekeys declarations) to produce SQL update
commands that perform the desired update. For our example, we can perform the needed updates
using two SQL update operations, as follows:

update tracks set date = 1989 rating = 4 where track = 'Lullaby' and album = 'Galore';

update tracks set date = 1989 rating = 4 where track = 'Lullaby' and album = 'Show';
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track date rating album

− ‘Lullaby’ 1989 3 ‘Galore’

+ ‘Lullaby’ 1989 4 ‘Galore’

− ‘Lullaby’ 1989 3 ‘Show’

+ ‘Lullaby’ 1989 4 ‘Show’

δ put
⇐

track date rating album

− ‘Lullaby’ 1989 3 ‘Galore’

+ ‘Lullaby’ 1989 4 ‘Galore’

Fig. 4. Select lens example: using δput, we compute the source delta (left-hand side) from the view delta

(right-hand side) and the original source (Fig. 2, left).

Composition. So far we have discussed only one relational lens primitive, namely selection.
Updatable views can also be defined using relational lenses for dropping attributes (projection) or
combining data from several tables (joining). We can combine these primitive relational lenses
using the general definition of composition for lenses [Foster et al. 2007].

The join operation raises a subtle issue: joining a table with itself can lead to copying data, which
lacks clean bidirectional semantics [Foster et al. 2007]. Bohannon et al. [2006a] implicitly used a
linear type discipline for relational lenses, forbidding repeated use of the same base table in different
parts of a view. We do not currently check this constraint in Links, but there is no fundamental
obstacle to doing so, and our formalisation also enforces it.

We extend our track example as shown in Figure 5 by first joining the two tables. This gives us
a view joinLens containing all tracks and their corresponding albums and album quantities. We
may then decide to discard the date attribute using a projection lens, yielding view dropLens. (The
lensdrop combinator includes a default value giving a value to use when new data is inserted into
the view.) Finally we use selection to define a view selectLens retaining rows with quantity greater
than 2. Figure 6 shows each of the lenses in blue, and along the left shows how the composite lens’s
get produces the table in the bottom left with the three tracks ’Lullaby’, ’Lovesong’ and ’Trust’.
We show the intermediate views in the get direction for completeness, but it is not necessary to
compute them explicitly; we can compose the get directions and extract a single SQL query to
produce the final output. The query for the example in Figure 5 would be:

select t1.track, t1.rating, t1.album, t2.quantity

from tracks as t1

join albums as t2 on t1.album = t2.album

where t2.quantity > 2;

Suppose a user then makes the changes shown in red at the bottom of Figure 6. Performing the
update with composed lenses works similarly to the case for single lenses: for a composite lens
ℓ1; ℓ2 we first propagate the view delta backwards through ℓ2 to obtain a source delta, then treat
that as a view delta for ℓ1. We calculate an initial delta by comparing the updated view with the
original view for the last lens. This is shown at the bottom of Figure 6: comparing the original view
with the updated table yields the change set shown at the bottom right.

All intermediate change sets are calculated using the previous change set and by querying the
database. Since the (non-incremental) put function is defined in terms of the previous source and
updated view, sometimes we need to know parts of the values of the old source or old view to
calculate the incremental behaviour. Therefore, for some relational lens steps we need to run one
or more queries against the database during change propagation. The select lens is an example: in
order to ensure that the source update preserves the functional dependency track → date ratinд,
we need to query the database to find out what other album/track rows might need to have their
ratings updated. The drop lens step also illustrates the need for auxiliary querying, in this case to
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Queries q,q′ ::= M | R | let R = q in q′ Relations, names and let binding

| q − q′ | q ∪ q′ | q ∩ q′ Set operations

| σP (q) | πU (q) | q Z q′ | ρA/B (q) Relational algebra

Predicates P ,Q ::= ⊤ | ¬P | P ∧Q | P ∨Q Logical connectives

| A = B | A = a | X ∈ q Tuple predicates

| πU (P) | P Z Q | ρA/B (q) Relational algebra

Fig. 7. Syntax of relational expressions and predicates

find out the dropped dates of rows that are being updated. Finally, the join lens splits the changes of
the joined view into changes for the individual tables; this too may require querying the underlying
data. This produces the deltas shown in the top right corner of Figure 6.

Finally, we convert the source deltas into SQL update commands to update the underlying tables.
Again we make use of table key information to generate concise updates, as follows:

update albums set quantity = 7 where album = 'Disintegration';

update tracks set date = 1989 rating = 4 where track = 'Lullaby' and album = 'Galore';

update tracks set date = 1989 rating = 4 where track = 'Lullaby' and album = 'Show';

delete from tracks where track = 'Lovesong' and album = 'Paris';

insert into tracks (track, date, rating, album)

values ('Lovesong', 1989, 5, 'Disintegration');

delete from tracks where track = 'Trust' and album = 'Wish';

3 STATE-BASED RELATIONAL LENSES

In this section we recapitulate background concepts from database theory [Abiteboul et al. 1995]
and then review the definitions of relational lenses [Bohannon et al. 2006a]. We use different
notation from that paper in some cases, and explain the differences as necessary.

3.1 Database Preliminaries

3.1.1 Attributes and Records. Attribute names, or simply attributes, are ranged over by A, B,
C and attribute values by a, b, c . Recordsm, n are partial functions from attributes to attribute
values. For simplicity, we assume a single (unwritten) type for attribute values; of course, in
our implementation we support the usual integers, strings, booleans, etc. Records are written
{A = a,B = b, . . .}. IdentifiersU , V range over sets of attributes considered as record domains; we
use X ,Y ,Z for arbitrary sets. We writem : U to indicate that dom(m) = U . Basic operations on
records include:

- record projectionm[V ], which means recordm domain-restricted to dom(m) ∩V ;
- domain antirestrictionm\V , which meansm domain-restricted to dom(m) −V ;
- record updatem←+n : U ∪V wherem : U ,n : V , which defines (m←+n)(A) as n(A) if A ∈ V
andm(A) otherwise.

Given attribute A ∈ U and B < U , we writeU [A/B] for (U − {A}) ∪ {B}, and similarly ifm : U then
m[A/B] : U [A/B] is the tuple resulting from renaming attribute A inM to B. Renaming is definable
as (m\{A})←+ {B =m(A)}.

3.1.2 Relations. Relations M , N , O are (finite) sets of records with the same domain. M has
domainU , or equivalentlyM is a relation of typeU , writtenM : U , ifm : U for allm ∈ M . Relations
are closed under the standard operations of relational algebra; Figure 7 defines the syntax of
relational expressions q. This includes relation constantsM , relation names R, and a let construct
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we include for convenience. The operations −, ∪ and ∩ have their usual set-theoretic interpretation,
subject to the constraint that the arguments q,q′ have the same typeU , i.e. q,q′ : U . We explain
the remaining relational algebra operations in this section.
Relational projection is record projection extended to relations:

πU (M)
def
= {m[U ] | m ∈ M}

GivenM : U and N : V , their natural join is defined by

M Z N = {m : U ∪V | m[U ] ∈ M andm[V ] ∈ N }

P ranges over predicates, which we can interpret as (possibly infinite) sets of records, or equiva-
lently as functions from records to Booleans. Predicates are required for specifying selection filters
in relational selection, as well as for the specification of filter conditions in lens definitions. We write
P : U to indicate a predicate over records with domainU . The predicate A = B holds for recordsm
satisfyingm(A) =m(B), while A = a holds whenm(A) = a, and X ∈ q holds whenm[X ] is in the
result of query q. The predicates ⊤ (truth), ¬P (negation), and P ∧Q (conjunction) are interpreted as
usual. For convenience we include predicates πU (P), P Z Q , and ρA/B (P)which behave analogously
to the relational operations, if we view predicates as sets of records. For example, πU (P) holds for
records u such that t[U ] = u for some t satisfying P .
Given a predicate P and relationM , the selection σP (M) is defined as follows:

σP (M)
def
= {m ∈ M | P(m)}

We will be interested in cases where predicates are insensitive to the values of certain attributes;
we write łP ignoresU ž when P(m) can be determined without considering any of the values that
m assigns to attributes inU Ð i.e. when for allm and n, ifm\U = n\U then P(m) ⇐⇒ P(n).

We define the relational renaming operation ρA/B (M) as

ρA/B (M)
def
= {m[A/B] | m ∈ M}

which makes it possible to join tables with differing column names. As mentioned above, we also
write ρA/B (P) for the result of renaming attribute A in predicate P to B.

3.1.3 Functional Dependencies. A functional dependency is a pair of sets of attributes, written
X → Y . We say X → Y is a functional dependency over U , written X → Y : U , iff X ∪ Y ⊆ U . If
X → Y is a functional dependency overU andM : U , thenM satisfies X → Y , writtenM ⊨ X → Y ,
iffm[X ] = n[X ] impliesm[Y ] = n[Y ] for allm,n ∈ M . We writem,M ⊨ X → Y as a shorthand
for {m} ∪M ⊨ X → Y . It is conventional in database theory to write sets of attributes such as
{A,B,C} as A B C , and A→ B C to mean the functional dependency {A} → {B,C}.
Typically we work with sets F ,G of functional dependencies over a fixed U and write F : U iff

X → Y : U for every X → Y ∈ F . The notationM ⊨ F means thatM ⊨ X → Y for all X → Y ∈ F .
Likewise, F ⊨ G means that M ⊨ F implies M ⊨ G for any M , and F ≡ G means that F ⊨ G and
G ⊨ F . We write F [A/B] for the result of renaming attribute A to B in all functional dependencies
in F , i.e. F [A/B]

def
= {X [A/B] → Y [A/B] | X → Y ∈ F }.

3.1.4 Relation Types and Database Schemas. Bohannon et al. [2006a] employ relation types

Rel(U , P , F ), where U is an attribute set, P is a predicate over U , and F is a set of functional
dependencies over U . A value M of type Rel(U , P , F ) is a relation M : U such that P(m) = ⊤ for
eachm ∈ M andM |= F . (Bohannon et al. [2006a] wrote (U , P , F ) instead of Rel(U , P , F ); we prefer
the more descriptive notation.)

Bohannon et al. [2006a] also defined lenses between relational schemas Σmapping relation names
to relation types Rel(U , P , F ), and relational lens combinators referred to the relations in the source
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and target schemas by their names. We adopt an alternative, but equivalent approach. Schemas
have the following syntax:

Σ ::= Rel(U , P , F ) | Σ ⊗ Σ
′

Thus a database schema is a product of one or more relation types, written Rel(U1, P1, F1) ⊗ · · · ⊗

Rel(Un , Pn , Fn). Values of schema type Σ ⊗ Σ
′ are pairs of values of type Σ and Σ

′. We use tensor
product notation ⊗ instead of × to indicate that schema types obey a linear typing discipline. When
we work with relational lenses, the initial schema will consist of the tensor product of all tables
that contribute to the view we wish to define; we assume that a table appears at most once in a
value of such a schema.

3.2 Lenses

A lens [Foster et al. 2007] ℓ : S ⇔ V is a bidirectional transformation between two sets S and V ,
where S is a set of source values andV is a set of possible views, determined by two functions, getℓ
and putℓ , with the following signatures:

getℓ : S → V putℓ : S ×V → S

A lens is well-behaved if it satisfies two round-tripping properties relating getℓ and putℓ . The
property PutGet ensures that whatever data we put into a lens is returned unchanged if we get it
again. The property GetPut ensures that if we put the view value back into the lens unchanged, the
underlying source value is also unchanged.

getℓ(putℓ(s,v)) = v (PutGet)

putℓ(s, getℓ(s)) = s (GetPut)

From now on the notation ℓ : S ⇔ V means that ℓ is a well-behaved lens from S to V .
Lenses form a category with identity and composition constructions. The identity lens idX :

X ⇔ X is given by the functions get and put defined as:

getid(x) = x putid(x ,x
′) = x ′

We omit the subscript on id when clear from context. The identity lens is trivially well-behaved.
Diagram-order composition ℓ1; ℓ2 : X ⇔ Z of the lenses ℓ1 : X ⇔ Y and ℓ2 : Y ⇔ Z is given by
the functions get and put defined as:

getℓ1;ℓ2 (x) = getℓ2 (getℓ1 (x)) putℓ1;ℓ2 (x , z) = putℓ1 (x , putℓ2 (getℓ1 (x), z))

As discussed in previous work [Hofmann et al. 2011, 2012], the category of lenses also has
symmetric monoidal products; that is, there is a construction ⊗ on its objects such that X ⊗ Y is
the set of pairs {(x ,y) | x ∈ X ,y ∈ Y }, and which satisfies symmetry and associativity laws:

X ⊗ Y ≡ Y ⊗ X (Sym)

X ⊗ (Y ⊗ Z ) ≡ (X ⊗ Y ) ⊗ Z (Assoc)

These laws are witnessed by (invertible) lenses symX ,Y and assocX ,Y ,Z , defined as follows:

getsym(x ,y) = (y,x) getassoc(x , (y, z)) = ((x ,y), z)

putsym(_, (y,x)) = (x ,y) putassoc(_, ((x ,y), z)) = (x , (y, z))

In addition, we have the following combinator for combining two lenses ‘side-by-side’:

getℓ1⊗ℓ2 (x1,x2) = (getℓ1 (x1), getℓ2 (x2))

putℓ1⊗ℓ2 ((x1,x2), (y1,y2)) = (putℓ1 (x1,y1), putℓ2 (x2,y2))

so that if ℓ1 : X1 ⇔ Y1 and ℓ2 : X2 ⇔ Y2 then ℓ1 ⊗ ℓ2 : X1 ⊗ X2 ⇔ Y1 ⊗ Y2.
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3.3 Relational Revision

A key relational lens concept introduced by Bohannon et al. [2006a] is relational revision. Given a
set of functional dependencies F : U and relationsM,N : U such that N |= F , relational revision
modifies M to M ′ so that M ′ ∪ N |= F . For example, given F = {A→ B} and M = {{A = 1,B =
2}, {A = 2,B = 3}} and N = {{A = 1,B = 42}}, the result of revising M to be consistent with N

and F is {{A = 1,B = 42}, {A = 2,B = 3}}.

3.3.1 Functional Dependencies in Tree Form. In general revision may not be uniquely defined,
for example if there are cycles among functional dependencies. Bohannon et al. [2006a] avoid this
problem by requiring that sets of functional dependencies be in a special form called tree form. We
briefly restate the definition for concreteness.

Definition 3.1. Given functional dependencies F , define

VF = {X | X → Y ∈ F } ∪ {Y | X → Y ∈ F } EF = {(X ,Y ) | X → Y ∈ F }

Then we say F is in tree form if the graph TF = (VF ,EF ) is a forest and VF partitions
⋃

VF .

If F is in tree form, then each attribute set of F corresponds to a node in a tree (or forest) where
the edges correspond to elements of F . Moreover, no distinct nodes of TF have common atttibutes.
For example, {A→ B C,B → D} is not in tree form, but is equivalent to {A→ B,A→ C,B → D}

which is in tree form. However, {A→ B C,C → A D} has no equivalent tree form representation.
Figure 8 defines various functions on sets of functional dependencies. The sets left(F ) and right(F )

consist of all attributes appearing on the left or right side of any functional dependency X → Y ∈ F .
The set outputs(F ) consists of all attributes that are actually constrained in F by other attributes.
Finally, roots(F ) is the set of all nodes of TF that have indegree zero. From now on, we assume
sets of functional dependencies F appearing in relation types Rel(U , P , F ) are in tree form, as a
prerequisite to this type being well-formed.

3.3.2 Revision andMerge Operations. Relational revision is expressed in terms of a record revision
operation recreviseF (m,N ) which takes a set of functional dependencies F : U in tree form, a record
m : U , and a set of records N : U such that N |= F , and is defined by recursion over the tree
structure of F . If F is empty, record revision simply returnsm. Otherwise, there must be at least
one functional dependency X → Y in F such that X is a root. Ifm and some n ∈ N have the same
values for X , we returnm←+n[Y ], that is, a copy ofm whose Y attributes have been updated with
those from n[Y ]; otherwise we returnm unchanged. We then recursively process the remaining
functional dependencies.

Traversing F starting from the roots is nondeterministic, but provided F is in tree form, the end
result of record revision is uniquely defined, because each attribute in right(F ) is modified at most
once and no attribute can be modified until all other attributes it depends on have been modified.

Definition 3.2 (Relational revision). Figure 8 defines the relational revision operation reviseF (M,N )
that takes two sets of recordsM : U and N : U where N ⊨ F , and applies record revision to every
recordm ∈ M using the given functional dependencies F .

Definition 3.3 (Relationalmerge). Figure 8 also defines the relationalmerge operationmergeF (M,N ),
where N ⊨ F , which revisesM according to F and N and then unions the result with N .

3.4 Relational Lens Primitives

In this section we recapitulate the primitive relational lenses introduced by Bohannon et al. [2006a]:
a selection lens that corresponds to selection, a drop lens that corresponds to projection, and a join
lens that corresponds to relational join. (łCorrespondsž means that the get direction coincides with
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left(F ) =
⋃

{X | X → Y ∈ F }

right(F ) =
⋃

{Y | X → Y ∈ F }

outputs(F ) =
⋃

{Y | ∃X .F ⊨ X → Y and X ∩ Y = ∅}

roots(F ) = {X | ∃Y .X → Y ∈ F and X ∩ right(F ) = ∅}

F = {X → Y } · F ′ ⇐⇒ F = {X → Y } ⊎ F ′ and X ∈ roots(F )

recreviseF : U → Rel(U , F , P) → U

recrevise∅(m,N ) =m

recrevise{X→Y }·F (m,N ) =

{

recreviseF (m←+n[Y ],N ) if ∃n ∈ N .m[X ] = n[X ]

recreviseF (m,N ) otherwise

reviseF (M,N ) = {recreviseF (m,N ) | m ∈ M}

mergeF (M,N ) = reviseF (M,N ) ∪ N

Fig. 8. Operations on functional dependencies and relational revision

Relational lenses ℓ, ℓ′ ::= selectP | drop A determined by (X ,a) | join_dl | renameA/B
| id | ℓ1; ℓ2 | sym | assoc | ℓ1 ⊗ ℓ2

Fig. 9. Syntax of relational lens expressions

the relational operation.) We also introduce a trivial rename lens corresponding to the relational
renaming operator. The syntax of the relational lenses, including the generic operations from ğ 3.2,
is given in Figure 9.

Our presentation differs from that of Bohannon et al. [2006a] in that we use generic lens combi-
nators arising from the symmetric monoidal product structure to deal with linearity. This makes it
possible for each primitive to mention only the affected source and target data and not the rest of
the database instance.
Relational lenses are lenses between schema types Σ, that is, tensor products of relation types

Rel(U , P , F ). Relational lens expressions are subject to a typing judgement given in Figure 10;
well-typed lenses are guaranteed to be well-behaved. The preconditions in these rules are those
given by Bohannon et al. [2006a], to which we refer the reader for further explanation.

3.4.1 Select Lens. The lens selectP : Rel(U ,Q, F ) ⇔ Rel(U , P ∧Q, F ) is defined as follows by
the functions get and put:

get(M) = σP (M)

put(M,N ) = let M0 = mergeF (σ¬P (M),N ) in

let N# = σP (M0) − N in

M0 − N#

The put operation first calculatesM0, the set of records σ¬P (M) excluded from the original view,
revised to be consistent with the functional dependencies witnessed by the updated view N together
with N itself. The set N# collects records matching P but not in N , which are removed fromM0 in
order to satisfy PutGet.
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Q ignores outputs(F )

selectP : Rel(U ,Q, F ) ⇔ Rel(U , P ∧Q, F )
T-Select

P = πU−A(P) Z πA(P) {A = a} ∈ πA(P)

drop A determined by (X ,a) : Rel(U , P , F ⊎ {X → A}) ⇔ Rel(U −A,πU−A(P), F )
T-Drop

G ⊨ U ∩V → V P ignores outputs(F ) Q ignores outputs(G)

join_dl : Rel(U , P , F ) ⊗ Rel(V ,Q,G) ⇔ Rel(U ∪V , P Z Q, F ∪G)
T-JoinDL

A ∈ U B < U

renameA/B : Rel(U , P , F ) ⇔ Rel(U [A/B], ρA/B (P), F [A/B])
T-Rename

Fig. 10. Typing rules for relational lens primitives

3.4.2 Project Lens. The lens drop A determined by (X ,a) : Rel(U , P , F ⊎ {X → A}) ⇔ Rel(U −

A,πU−A(P), F ) is defined as follows 3 by the functions get and put:

get(M) = πU−A(M)

put(M,N ) = let M ′ = N Z {{A = a}} in

reviseX→A(M
′,M)

For put, each row in N is initially given the default value a for A.M is then used to override the
default value in M ′ using relational revision, so that if there is an entrym ∈ M ′ with the same
value for the determining column X the corresponding A value fromM is used instead.

3.4.3 Join Lens. Bohannon et al. [2006a] described several variants of lenses for join operations.
All three perform the natural join of their two input relations in the get direction, but differ in how
deletions are handled in the put direction. A view tuple deletion could be translated to a deletion in
the left, right, or both source relations, and so there are three combinators join_dl, join_dr, and
join_both expressing these three alternatives. In their extended report, Bohannon et al. [2006b]
showed how to define all three combinators as a special case of a generic template. To keep the
presentation simple, we present just the join_dl combinator here.
The ‘join/delete left’ lens join_dl : Rel(U , P , F ) ⊗ Rel(V ,Q,G) ⇔ Rel(U ∪ V , P Z Q, F ∪G) is

given by the functions get and put defined as follows:

get(M,N ) = M Z N

put((M,N ),O) = let M0 = mergeF (M,πU (O)) in

let N ′ = mergeG (N ,πV (O)) in

let L = (M0 Z N ′) −O in

let M ′ = M0 − πU (L) in

(M ′,N ′)

The intuition for the put direction is as follows. We first computeM0 by merging the projection
πU (O) into source tableM , and likewise N ′, merging the projection πV (O) into the source table N .
We next identify those tuples L which are in the join ofM0 and N

′ but which are not present in the
updated view O . To satisfy PutGet, we must make sure these tuples do not appear in the join after

3This is slightly simpler than, but equivalent to, the definition given by Bohannon et al. [2006a]. The proof that the two

definitions are equivalent is provided in the full version of the paper [Horn et al. 2018].
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updating the source relations. It is sufficient to delete each of those records from one of the two
source tables; since this lens deletes uniformly from the left table, we computeM ′ by subtracting
the projection πU (L) fromM0. Finally,M

′ and N ′ are the new values for the source tables.

3.4.4 Renaming Lens. Renaming is a trivial but important operation in relational algebra, since
otherwise there is no way to join the A field of one table with the B , A field of another. We
introduce a renaming lens renameA/B : Rel(U , P , F ) ⇔ Rel(U [A/B], ρA/B (P), F [A/B]), provided
A ∈ U and B < U , with its get and put operations defined as follows:

get(M) = ρA/B (M)

put(_,N ) = ρB/A(N )

Bohannon et al. [2006a] did not define such a lens, but its well-behavedness is obvious.

4 INCREMENTAL FRAMEWORK

To describe the incremental behaviour of relational lenses, we need to represent changes to query
results in a simple, compositional way. We adopt an approach similar to Griffin et al. [1997], who
model łdelta relationsž as disjoint pairs of relations specifying tuples to be added and removed from
a relation of the same type. We use notation similar to Cai et al. [2014] and our relations and delta
relations form a change structure in their sense, though we do not spell out the details formally.

4.1 Delta Relations

Definition 4.1 (Delta relation). A delta relation over U is a pair ∆M = (∆M+,∆M−) of disjoint
relations ∆M+ : U and ∆M− : U . The empty delta relation (∅,∅) is written ∅. We write ∆M : ∆U
to indicate that ∆M is a delta relation overU .

A delta specifies amodification to a relation: for example, ifM = {2, 3, 4} and∆M = ({3, 5}, {4, 9})
then ∆M+ specifies that {3, 5} are to be added to M , resulting in the set {1, 3, 5}. Note that the
redundant insertion of 3 specified by ∆M+ and the redundant deletion of 9 specified by ∆M− are
both permitted. However, Griffin et al. [1997] define a delta ∆M : ∆U to be minimal forM : U if it
contains no redundant insertions or deletions of that sort; for example, ({5}, {4}) is the minimal
delta relative toM equivalent to ∆M above.

Definition 4.2 (Minimal delta). ∆M : ∆U is minimal forM : U iff ∆M+ ∩M = ∅ and ∆M− ⊆ M .

Definition 4.3 (Implicit coercion to delta-relation). Any relationM : U can be implicitly coerced to
a delta-relationM : ∆U

def
= (M,∅) which is minimal for ∅ : U .

Deltas of the same type can be combined by a minimality-preserving merge operation ⊕.

Definition 4.4 (Delta merge). For any ∆M,∆N : ∆U , define

(∆M ⊕ ∆N ) : ∆U
def
= ((∆M+ − ∆N −) ∪ (∆N + − ∆M−), (∆M− − ∆N +) ∪ (∆N − − ∆M+))

Implicit coercion of M to the delta-relation (M,∅), combined with delta merge ⊕, gives rise
to a notion of delta application M ⊕ ∆M . If ∆M is minimal then the resulting delta has an empty
negative component and can be coerced back to a relation.

Lemma 4.5. If ∆M is minimal forM thenM ⊕ ∆M = (M − ∆M−) ∪ ∆M+ = (M ∪ ∆M+) − ∆M−.

Definition 4.6 (Delta negate). For any ∆M : ∆U , define ⊖∆M : ∆U
def
= (∆M−,∆M+).

Definition 4.7 (Delta difference). For any ∆M,∆N : ∆U , define (M ⊖ N ) : ∆U
def
= M ⊕ (⊖N ).
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The implicit coercion to delta-relations gives rise to a notion of relational difference (M ⊖ N ) : ∆U ,
not to be confused with (M − N ) : U , which is the set difference and only removes elements N
fromM .M ⊖ N can be used, for example, to calculate the difference between two views, such that
N ⊕ (M ⊖ N ) = M .

Lemma 4.8. SupposeM : U and N : U . Then (M ⊖ N ) : ∆U = (M − N ,N −M). MoreoverM ⊖ N

is minimal for N .

The following are some useful straightforward properties of deltas:

Lemma 4.9. Suppose ∆M minimal forM . Then (M ⊕ ∆M) −M = ∆M+.

Lemma 4.10. Suppose ∆M minimal forM . Then (M ∩ (M ⊕ ∆M)) ⊖M = ⊖∆M−, henceM − (M ⊕

∆M) = ∆M−.

Corollary 4.11. If ∆M minimal forM then (M ⊕ ∆M) ⊖ M = ∆M .

Proof. By the previous two lemmas, (M ⊕ ∆M) ⊖ M = ((M ⊕ ∆M) − M,M − (M ⊕ ∆M)) =

(∆M+,∆M−) = ∆M . □

Corollary 4.12. If ∆M and ∆M ′ are minimal forM andM ⊕ ∆M = M ⊕ ∆M ′ then ∆M = ∆M ′.

Proof. By Corollary 4.11, ∆M = (M ⊕ ∆M) ⊖ M = (M ⊕ ∆M ′) ⊖ M = ∆M ′. □

The property (M ⊕ ∆M) ⊖ M = ∆M is mentioned in Cai et al. [2014] but not required by their
definition of change structures. It is very helpful in our setting because it implies that query
expressions incrementalise in a unique, compositional way, as we show next.

4.2 Delta-Relational Operations

We now consider how to incrementalise relational operations. For each relational operator, such
as σP (M) or mergeF (M,N ), we would like to define an operation that translates deltas to the
arguments to a delta to the result. Incremental operations with symbolic names are written with a
dot, for example ÛσP (M), while alphabetic names have their incremental counterpart written with a
preceding δ , for example δmergeF (M,N ).
The notion of delta-correctness characterises when a function δop with a suitable signature

which operates on deltas can be considered to be a valid łincrementalisationž of a non-incremental
operation op. As observed by Griffin et al. [1997], composing incremental relational operations is
easier if they also preserve minimality, so we build this property into our definition.

Definition 4.13 (Delta-correctness). For any operation op : X → Y , a delta operation δop :
X × ∆X → ∆Y is delta-correct for op if for any ∆x minimal for x , we have:

(1) δop(x ,∆x) is minimal for op(x).
(2) op(x ⊕ ∆x) = op(x) ⊕ δop(x ,∆x)

We generalise the above definition to binary operations in the obvious way. Delta-correct
operations are uniquely determined by the minimality condition:

Lemma 4.14. If δop is delta-correct then δop(x ,∆x) = op(x ⊕ ∆x) ⊖ op(x) provided ∆x is minimal

for x . In particular, δop(x ,∅) = ∅.

Proof. By lemma 4.8, op(x ⊕ ∆x) ⊖ op(x) is minimal for op(x), and by the definition of delta-
correctness and lemma 4.8 we have

op(x) ⊕ δop(x ,∆x) = op(x ⊕ ∆x) = op(x) ⊕ (op(x ⊕ ∆x) ⊖ op(x))

By Corollary 4.12 we can conclude δop(x ,∆x) = op(x ⊕ ∆x) ⊖ op(x). □
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For ease of composition, we define op†(x ,∆x) = (op(x),δop(x ,∆x)) as the function that returns
both the updated result and the delta.

Definition 4.15. For any op : X → Y , define op† : X × ∆X → Y × ∆Y as

op†(x ,∆x) = (op(x),δop(x ,∆x))

We say op† is delta-correct (with respect to op) when δop is.

If δop is delta-correct then whenever ∆x is minimal for x , so is δop(x ,∆x) for op(x). This implies
composability in the following sense:

Lemma 4.16. If δop1 : X × ∆X → ∆Y ,δop2 : Y × ∆Y → Z are delta-correct then δop2 ◦ op1
† and

op2
† ◦ op1

† are delta-correct (both with respect to op2 ◦ op1).

Furthermore, this implies we may incrementalise any function built up out of incrementalisable
relational operations, by replacing ordinary operators with their incremental counterparts, largely
as described by Cai et al. [2014]. Given a query q(R1, . . . ,Rn), we can transform it to a delta-correct
(but not necessarily efficient) incremental version by taking δ (q) = let (R,∆R) = (q)† in ∆R, where
the transformation (·)† is defined as follows:

(M)† = (M,∅) (op(q1, . . . ,qn))
†
= (op†((q1)

†, . . . , (qn)
†))

(R)† = (R,∆R) (let R = q in q′)† = let (R,∆R) = (q)† in (q′)†

Essentially (q)† traverses the query, replacing relation variables with pairs of variables and deltas,
replacing constant relations with pairs (M,∅) and dealing with individual operations and let-
bindings compositionally. We abuse notation slightly by adding syntax for pairs.

Theorem 4.17. If q : Rel(U1) × · · · × Rel(Un) → Rel(U ) then δ (q) and (q)† are delta-correct with

respect to q.

4.3 Optimisation Rules for Delta Operations

To sum up, we have established that for any query there is a an extensionally unique incrementali-
sation, obtained by computing the difference between the updated query result and the original
result. Of course, this is far from an efficient implementation strategy. In this section, we present a
number of optimisation rules for incremental relational operations, as well as relational revision
and merge.
Most of the following characterisations of incremental relational operations are presented in

prior work such as Griffin et al. [1997], but without detailed proofs; we include detailed proofs in
the full version [Horn et al. 2018].

Lemma 4.18. [Valid optimisations] Assume ∆M , ∆N are minimal forM,N respectively. Then:

(1) ÛσP (M,∆M) = (σP (∆M
+),σP (∆M

−))

(2) ÛπU (M,∆M) = (πU (∆M
+) − πU (M),πU (∆M

−) − πU (M ⊕ ∆M))

(3) (M,∆M) ÛZ (N ,∆N ) = (((M⊕∆M) Z ∆N +)∪(∆M+ Z (N ⊕∆N )), (∆M− Z N )∪(M Z ∆N −))

(4) ÛρA/B (M,∆M) = (ρA/B (∆M
+), ρA/B (∆M

−))

(5) If N ⊆ M and N ⊕ ∆N ⊆ M ⊕ ∆M then (M,∆M) Û− (N ,∆N ) = ∆M ⊖ ∆N

Relational revision is only used directly for drop lenses, where only the first argumentM may
change. The following lemma provides an optimisation for this case:

Lemma 4.19. SupposeM |= X → A andM ⊕∆M |= X → A. Then δ reviseX→A((M,∆M), (N ,∅)) =

(reviseX→A(∆M
+,N ), reviseX→A(∆M

−,N )).

For relational merge, the join lens makes use of the following special case:
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Lemma 4.20. If mergeF (M,N ) = M then δmergeF ((M,∅), (N ,∆N )) = mergeF (M,∆N
+) ⊖ M .

In select and join lenses, we will avoid explicitly recomputing mergeF (M,N ) by showing that it
is sufficient to consider only a subset of possibly-affected rows inM . We define a function called
affectedF which returns a predicate selecting a (hopefully small) superset of the rows that may be
changed by relational merge according to F and a set of view records N . The returned predicate is
the necessary condition for any changes implied by F and N .

Definition 4.21. affectedF (N )
def
=

∨

X→Y ∈F X ∈ πX (N ).

It is then possible to replace the target relationM with only those rows inM which are likely to be
updated, allowing fewer rows to be queried from the database:

Lemma 4.22. If P = affectedF (∆N
+) then mergeF (M,∆N

+) ⊖M = mergeF (σP (M),∆N
+) ⊖σP (M).

5 INCREMENTALISING RELATIONAL LENSES

5.1 Incremental Lenses

Assume S,V are sets of relations equipped with sets of deltas ∆S,∆V and corresponding operations
⊕, ⊖. A (well-behaved) incremental lens ℓ : S ⇔ V is a well-behaved lens equipped with additional
operations δgetℓ : S × ∆S → ∆V and δputℓ : S × ∆V → ∆S satisfying

getℓ(s ⊕ ∆s) = getℓ(s) ⊕ δgetℓ(s,∆s)

putℓ(s, getℓ(s) ⊕ ∆v) = s ⊕ δputℓ(s,∆v) (∆PutGet)

and such that if ∆s is minimal for s then δgetℓ(s,∆s) is minimal for getℓ(s), and likewise if ∆v is
minimal for getℓ(s) then δputℓ(s,∆v) is minimal for s .
The δgetℓ direction simply performs incremental view maintenance, which is not our main

concern here; we include it to show how it fits together with δputℓ but do not discuss it further.
The first equation and minimality condition is simply delta-correctness of δgetℓ relative to getℓ .

Our focus here is the δputℓ operation. In this direction, it would be redundant to supply an
argument holding the previous value of the view, since it can be obtained via getℓ . The ∆PutGet
rule and associated minimality condition is a special case of the delta-correctness rule, where we
only consider changes to V , not S :

putℓ(s, getℓ(s) ⊕ ∆v) = putℓ(s, getℓ(s)) ⊕ δputℓ(s,∆v)

and the term putℓ(s, getℓ(s)) has been simplified to s by the GetPut rule.
We can equip the generic lens combinators from ğ 3.2 with suitable delta-correct δput operations

as follows:

δput
id
(_,∆x) = ∆x

δput
sym
(_, (∆y,∆x)) = (∆x ,∆y)

δput
assoc
(_, ((∆x ,∆y),∆z)) = (∆x , (∆y,∆z))

δputℓ1;ℓ2 (x ,∆z) = δputℓ1 (x ,δputℓ2 (getℓ1 (x),∆z))

δputℓ1⊗ℓ2 ((x1,x2), (∆y1,∆y2)) = (δputℓ1 (x1,∆y1),δputℓ2 (x2,∆y2))

It is straightforward to show that the resulting incremental lenses are well-behaved.
For each relational lens primitive ℓ described in ğ 3.4, selectP , drop A determined by (X ,a),

join_dl and renameA/B , we will define an incremental δputℓ operation as follows. First, we in-
crementalise the corresponding putℓ definition from ğ 3.4, obtaining a function δPutℓ : (S ×

∆S) × (V × ∆V ) → ∆S that is delta-correct with respect to putℓ . Since we are only interested in
the case where S does not change and v = getℓ(s), we then specialize this operation to obtain
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δputℓ(s,∆v) = δPutℓ((s,∅), (getℓ(s),∆v)), which yields a well-behaved lens. We then apply further
optimisations to simplify this expression to a form that can be evaluated efficiently.
The well-behavedness of the generic lens combinators and the relational lens primitives imply

the well-behavedness of any well-typed lens expression.

5.2 Select Lens

The incremental lens ℓ = δselectP : Rel(U ,Q, F ) ⇔ Rel(U , P ∧ Q, F ) is the lens selectP of the
same type, equipped with δputℓ defined as follows:

δputℓ : Rel(U ,Q, F ) × ∆Rel(U , P ∧Q, F ) → ∆Rel(U ,Q, F )

δputℓ(M,∆N ) = let N = σP (M) in

let (M0,∆M0) = merge†
F
(σ †
¬P
(M,∅), (N ,∆N )) in

let (N#,∆N#) = σ †
P
(M0,∆M0) −

† (N ,∆N ) in

(M0,∆M0) Û− (N#,∆N#)

Lemma 5.1. The incremental select lens δselectP is well-behaved.

Definition 5.2. Define an optimised incremental δselectP lens ℓ′ with δputℓ′ defined as follows:

δputℓ′(M,∆N ) = let Q = affectedF (∆N
+) in

let ∆M0 = (mergeF (σQ∧¬P (M),∆N
+) ⊖ σQ∧¬P (M)) ⊖ ∆N − in

let ∆N# = (σP (∆M0
+),σP (∆M0

−)) ⊖ ∆N in

∆M0 ⊖ ∆N#

The optimised version works as follows. ∆M0 can be calculated by querying the database for
σQ∧¬P (M) and then performing relational merge using ∆N +. The remaining computations involve
only deltas and can be performed in-memory. ∆M0 contains all changes to the underlying table
including any removed rows, but does not account for rows which previously didn’t satisfy P , but
do after the updates. These rows, which would violate lens well-behavedness, are found in ∆N#.
We calculate ∆N# just using the delta difference operator ⊖ because N# ⊕ ∆N# is always a subset of
M0 ⊕ ∆M0. The final update consists of the changes to the table M0 merged with the changes to
remove all rows in ∆N#.

Theorem 5.3. [Correctness of optimised select lens] Suppose N = σP (M) whereM : Rel(U ,Q, F ).

Suppose also that ∆N is minimal with respect to N and that N ⊕ ∆N : Rel(U , P ∧ Q, F ). Then

δputℓ(M,∆N ) = δputℓ′(M,∆N ).

5.3 Project Lens

The incremental lens ℓ = δdrop A determined by (X ,a) : Rel(U , P , F ) ⇔ Rel(U − A,πU−A(P), F
′),

where F ≡ F ′ ⊎ {X → A}, is the lens drop A determined by (X ,a) of the same type, equipped with
δputℓ defined as follows:

δputℓ : Rel(U , P , F ) × ∆Rel(U −A,πU−A(P), F
′) → ∆Rel(U , P , F )

δputℓ(M,∆N ) = let N = πU−A(M) in

let (M ′,∆M ′) = (N ,∆N ) Z† ({{A = a}},∅) in

δ reviseX→A((M
′,∆M ′), (M,∅))

Lemma 5.4. The incremental projection lens δdrop A determined by (X ,a) is well-behaved.

Definition 5.5. Define an optimised incremental δdrop A determined by (X ,a) lens ℓ′ with δputℓ′
defined as follows:

δputℓ′(M,∆N ) = let ∆M ′ = (∆N + Z {{A = a}},∆N − Z {{A = a}}) in

(reviseX→A(∆M
′+,M), reviseX→A(∆M

′−,M))
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∆M ′ extends ∆N ′ with the extra attribute A set to the default value a, to match the domain of the
underlying table. The final step optimises the use of δ reviseX→A(·, ·) in δputℓ using Lemma 4.19.

Theorem 5.6. [Correctness of optimised project lens] SupposeM : Rel(U , P , F ) and N = πU−A(M).

Suppose also that ∆N is minimal with respect to N and that N ⊕ ∆N : Rel(U −A,πU−A(P), F
′), where

F ≡ F ′ ⊎ {X → A}. Then δputℓ(M,∆N ) = δputℓ′(M,∆N ).

5.4 Join Lens

The incremental lens ℓ = δjoin_dl : Rel(U , P , F ) ⊗ Rel(V ,Q,G) ⇔ Rel(U ∪V , P Z Q, F ∪G) is the
lens join_dl of the same type, equipped with δputℓ defined as follows:

δputℓ : Rel(U , P , F ) × Rel(V ,Q,G) × ∆Rel(U ∪V , P Z Q, F ∪G)

→ ∆Rel(U , P , F ) × ∆Rel(V ,Q,G)

δputℓ((M,N ),∆O) = let O = M Z N in

let (M0,∆M0) = merge†
F
((M,∅),π †

U
(O,∆O)) in

let (N ′,∆N ′) = merge†
G
((N ,∅),π †

V
(O,∆O)) in

let (L,∆L) = ((M0,∆M0) Z
† (N ′,∆N ′)) −† (O,∆O) in

let ∆M ′ = (M0,∆M0) Û− π †
U
(L,∆L) in

(∆M ′,∆N ′)

Lemma 5.7. The incremental join lens δjoin_dl is well-behaved.

Definition 5.8. Define an optimised incremental δjoin_dl lens ℓ′ with δputℓ′ defined as follows:

δputℓ′((M,N ),∆O) = let PM = affectedF (πU (∆O
+)) in

let PN = affectedG (πV (∆O
+)) in

let ∆M0 = mergeF (σPM (M),πU (∆O
+)) ⊖ σPM (M) in

let ∆N ′ = mergeG (σPN (N ),πV (∆O
+)) ⊖ σPN (N ) in

let ∆L = (((M ⊕ ∆M0) Z ∆N ′+) ∪ (∆M0
+
Z (N ⊕ ∆N ′)),

(∆M0
−
Z N ) ∪ (M Z ∆N ′−)) ⊖ ∆O in

let ∆M ′ = ∆M0 ⊖ πU (∆L) in

(∆M ′,∆N ′)

In the optimised join lens, ∆M0 and ∆N
′ can be calculated by first querying σPM (M) and σPN (N ),

where PM and PN include all rows potentially affected by merging functional dependencies, and
then performing the appropriate relational merges using πU (∆O

+) and πV (∆O
+). Since this step

may result in additional rows being generated or deleted rows not being removed, any excess rows
∆L are determined by calculating which rows would have been changed in the joined view after
updates to the underlying tables ∆M0 and ∆N ′, and then comparing those to the desired changes
∆O . We can calculate ∆L efficiently by querying the underlyingM and N tables only for records
having identical join keys to records in ∆M0 and ∆N ′.
Finally, the updated left table can be calculated as the changes to the left table ∆M0 minus all

records that need to be removed to ensure the lens is well behaved. The changes ∆N ′ are used for
the right table.

Theorem 5.9. [Correctness of optimised join lens] SupposeM : Rel(U , P , F ) and N : Rel(V ,Q,G)

and O = M Z N . Suppose also that ∆O is minimal with respect to O , and O ⊕ ∆O : Rel(U ∪V , P Z

Q, F ∪G). Then δputℓ((M,N ),∆O) = δputℓ′((M,N ),∆O).
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5.5 Rename Lens

The incremental lens ℓ = δrenameA/B : Rel(U , P , F ) ⇔ Rel(U [A/B], ρA/B (P), F [A/B]), where A ∈ U
and B < U , is the lens renameA/B with the additional function δputℓ defined as follows:

δputℓ : Rel(U , P , F ) × ∆Rel(U [A/B], ρA/B (P), F [A/B]) → ∆Rel(U , P , F )

δputℓ(M,∆N ) = let N = ρB/A(M) in

let (M ′,∆M ′) = ρ†
B/A
(N ,∆N ) in

∆M ′

Definition 5.10. Define an optimised incremental δrenameA/B lens ℓ′ with ∆ putℓ′ defined as
follows:

δputℓ′(M,∆N ) = (ρB/A(∆N
+), ρB/A(∆N

−))

The optimised rename lens performs the inverse rename operation on both components of the
delta relation. No database queries are required.

Theorem 5.11. [Correctness of rename lens] Suppose M : Rel(U , P , F ) and N = ρA/B (M), and

that ∆N is minimal with respect to N and satisfies N ⊕ ∆N : Rel(U ∪ V , P Z Q, F ∪ G). Then

δputℓ(M,∆N ) = δputℓ′(M,∆N ).

6 EVALUATION

We have implemented both naive and incremental relational lenses in Links. Given the lack of
an existing implementation of relational lenses, for the naive version we implemented the lenses
described by Bohannon et al. [2006a]. A benefit is a fairer performance comparison, as the non-
incremental relational lenses are implemented using the same set operation implementation as the
incremental version. We evaluate the performance of the optimised δput operations defined earlier.
Each performance experiment follows a similar pattern and are all executed on an Intel(R)

Core(TM) i5-6500 with 16GB of RAM and a mechanical hard disk. The computer was running
Ubuntu 17.10 and PostgreSQL 9.6 was used to host the database. Our customised Links version was
compiled using OCaml 4.05.0. All generated tables contained a primary key index and no other
indices.

6.1 Microbenchmarks

6.1.1 Lens Primitives. We first evaluate lens change-propagation performance as a set of mi-
crobenchmarks over the lens primitives, using two metrics: total time to compute the source delta
for a single lens given a view delta as input, or in the case of the naive lenses, to calculate new
source tables, referred to as total execution time. We also measure the amount of the total execution
time which can be attributed to query execution.
The following steps are taken for each benchmark:

(1) Generate the required tables with a specified set of columns and fill the tables with random
data. For test purposes, the random data can either be sequential, a bounded random number
or a random number. The microbenchmarks use the following tables:
• Table t1 with domain A, B and C and functional dependency A → B C . Populated with
n rows, with A calculated as a sequential value, B a random number up to n/10 and C a
random number up to 100.
• Table t2 with domain B and D and functional dependency B → D. Populated with n/10

rows with B being a sequential value and D a random number up to n/10.
(2) Generate lenses for the underlying tables and compose the required lenses on top of these.

Lenses that use both t1 and t2 always start by joining the two tables on column B.
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Fig. 11. Total and query execution time required by individual lens primitives vs. underlying table sizes

(3) Fetch the output view of the lens using get and then make changes in a systematic fashion as
described for each setup. The changes are designed to affect a small portion of the database.
Most changes are of the form: łtake all rows with attribute A having some value, and update
attribute Bž.

(4) Apply put for the first lens using the updated view. For the incremental lenses this means
first calculating the delta from the view (not timed) and then timing δput which calculates
the source delta. For naive lenses we measure the time required to recompute the source table
using non-incremental put, but not the time needed to update the database. This process is
repeated multiple times and the median value taken.

We repeat this process for each of the join, select and projection lenses. We exclude the time
required to calculate the view delta or update the database because these operations only need
to be performed once per lens, regardless of the number of intermediate steps defining the lens.
Instead, we measure the performance of these one-time costs in ğğ 6.1.2 and 6.1.3, and present a
complete example involving two lens primitives in ğ 6.2.

Select example. The select benchmark uses both t1 and t2. We compose a select lens on top of the
join lens with the predicate C = 3, which produces a view with an average size of n/100 entries.
The view is modified so that all records with 0 ≤ B ≤ 100 have their D value set to 5. This approach
produces deltas of length 20 on average, containing one row removal and one row addition.
The naive put operation makes use of a single query and requires a total computation time of

between 1ms and 867ms depending on the row count. While the performance is acceptable for
small tables, it is still too slow for most applications as the tables become larger. It also shows how
an unavoidable bottleneck is introduced, as the query time reaches up to 363ms .
Depending on the row count, the incremental version only needs between 1ms and 40ms total

computation time. Of this time, between 1ms and 39ms are used to perform the required queries,
accounting for the majority of the total computation time. The execution time and query time scale
proportionally to the data size. The incremental performance reflects the fact that the view is much
smaller than the entire table, which needs to be recomputed for the non-incremental version. It
may be possible to improve performance by configuring the database to index C , since this may
reduce the query execution time. Indexing would not affect naive performance, since we always
fetch the entire source tables.

Projection performance. We define a drop lens over the table t1 removing attribute C , which is
defined by attributeAwith a default value of 1. The view is modified by setting B to 5 for all records
where 60 < A < 80. This process modifies 20 of the n records in the view.
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The performance of the lens is shown in Figure 11b. As in the case of the join lens, the naive
projection lens implementation quickly becomes infeasible, requiring a total execution time of over
2000ms as it processes 10000 records. The naive version spends up to 8ms querying the server. The
incremental version is able to perform the δput operation in 1ms and less for the given row counts.
This time includes the time required to query the database server for additional information.

Join example. The join benchmark uses the join lens defined over the two tables t1 and t2. We
fetch the resulting view, which will contain n rows. After that we modify all records containing a
value for B between 40 and 50 and set their C value to 5.

We benchmark the described setup with n values ranging from 1000 to 10000 in increments
of 1000, timing the lens put duration for each n as specified. The performance results are shown
in Figure 11c. The put operation for the naive join requires two queries but quickly becomes
impractical. At 10000 rows it already requires over 2000ms and continues to rise quadratically.
Of the computation time, approximately 1ms to 9ms depending on the table size is required for
querying the database. While the query time taken by the naive approach is relatively low, this is
due to the fact that the tables are relatively small and the time increases to hundreds of milliseconds
as the table size grows to hundreds of thousands of rows.

In comparison, the incremental approach can scale to hundreds of thousands of rows and requires
only 1ms to 2ms of both computation and query time for the given views. It requires 5 queries
which are all simple to compute and return small views.

Summary. The above experiments show that incremental evaluation outperforms naive evalua-
tion of relational lenses for data sizes up to 10K rows. We have also measured the performance of
incremental evaluation for 200K rows to confirm that incremental performance continues to scale.
Table 1 shows the number of queries, query evaluation time and total evaluation time for all three
microbenchmarks discussed above.

Table 1. Query counts and times for large data sizes

select project join

query count 1 1 5

query n = 200k 37ms < 1ms 1ms

total n = 200k 39ms < 1ms 2.5ms

6.1.2 Delta Calculation Performance. While microbenchmarks on lens primitives give us some
insight into the performance of the lenses, they do not account for the time required to calculate
the initial delta, which is only required for incremental lenses. We modify the view of the join lens
defined over t1 and t2 by fetching the view using get, and by then performing changes as done in
the other experiments. Specifically we set B to 5 for all records where 0 < D < 10. Given that this
example does not have any selection lenses, the size of the view will always be n.

We measure the time taken to fetch the unchanged view from the database and then subtract it
from a modified view. As in the previous examples we measure both the time required to query the
database server as well as the total execution time on the client. We measure the time required for
n values ranging between 100 and 200000. The results are shown in Figure 12a.

Both the query and execution time are approximately linear with respect to the number of input
rows. We require between < 1ms and 1360ms to compute the delta, of which just under half (396ms

for 200000 rows) is spent querying the database.
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Fig. 12. Evaluation of delta calculation, delta application and delta propagation time as a function of view

update size.

6.1.3 Delta Application Performance. We also measure the time it takes to apply a delta to a
table. This process requires the generation of insert, update and delete SQL commands which must
then be executed on the server.
We consider delta application for a single table. We use the table t1 from ğ 6.1.1 and populate it

with n = 10000. We generate a delta containingm entries, where a quarter of the entries produce
m/4 insertions, another quarter producem/4 deletions and the remaining half producem/2 updates.

Given such a delta, we time how long it takes to produce the SQL commands from the already
calculated delta with varying sizem. The SQL update commands are concatenated and sent to
the database together as a single transaction. As in the other cases we time both the total and
query execution times, which are shown in Figure 12b. For the naive version, we generate an
update command that deletes the current contents of the table and inserts the new contents. For
the incremental version, we generate updates that insert, delete, or replace only affected records.

The figure shows that the naive version’s performance is independent of the number of changes,
requiring around 718ms , most of which is spent querying the database. The incremental version, on
the other hand, requires less time for the given change sizes and scales linearly, requiring between
18ms and 207ms depending on the delta size.

6.1.4 Varying Delta Size. In addition to varying the size of the underlying database tables we
also consider how the size of the delta may affect the performance of an update. To do this we use
the two tables t1 and t2 with n = 100000 and define a select lens on top of the join lens with the
predicate C = 3. We then determine a b ′, starting from 0 and in steps of 100, so that modifying all
records where 0 < B < b ′ by setting D = 5 produces a delta of size greater thanm.
As in the other microbenchmarks we measure the total and query execution time taken to

perform the δput of an already calculated view delta or, in the naive case, the time to recalculate
the full source tables using put. We repeat this experiment for varyingm values, ranging from 10

to 1000. The resulting execution times are plotted in Figure 12c.
As would be expected, the naive lens is relatively constant regardless of the number of entries in

the delta. While the incremental version starts slows down as the delta becomes larger, eventually
becoming even slower than the naive version, it does show that when the changes are sufficiently
small the incremental method is much more efficient. When the size of the deltas exceeds around
500, however, it starts to become more efficient to recalculate the tables.
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Fig. 13. The total/query execution time for the put operation applied to our DBLP database.

6.2 DBLP Example

In addition to the microbenchmarks we also perform some experiments on a real-world example
involving the DBLP Computer Science Bibliography [Ley 2009], a comprehensive collection of
bibliographic information about computer science publications. It is published as a large and freely
available XML file with millions of records containing publications, conferences, journals, authors,
websites and more.

Our example uses a table containing a collection of conference publications called inproceedings

as well as a table of their respective authors inproceedings_author. This first table contains the title of
the paper, the year it was published as well as the proceedings it is in, while the inproceedings_author
table contains an entry for each author on every paper, allowing a single publication to have
multiple authors. More information as well as example data is listed in the full version of this
paper [Horn et al. 2018].

In order to determine how the application scales with varying database sizes, we generate the un-
derlying tables by selecting a set of entries so that the join of inproceedings and inproceedings_author
contains n rows. Given that set of entries, we select all entries in the complete inproceedings_author
table, which have a corresponding entry in the subset of entries chosen.

Using these tables we join the two tables on the inproceedings attribute and then select all entries
from PODS 2006. The Links code used to generate the lenses is shown below.

var joinL = lensjoin inproceedings_authorL with inproceedingsL on inproceedings;

var selectL = lensselect from joinL where proceedings == "conf/pods/2006";

As in the other examples we fetch the output of the select lens using get and then make a small
modification. We then perform the put operation to apply those changes to the database. During
the put we time the entire process of generating a delta from the view, calculating the delta for
the underlying tables and updating the database for both the naive and incremental lenses. While
timing we keep track of how much time was spent querying the database and the total time spent
performing the operation. We also perform put using a database located on a remote server and
compare it to a database located on the same machine.

Our performance results with the database hosted on the local machine are shown in Figure 13a.
Similar to our earlier benchmarks, the incremental lenses perform favourably in comparison to
the naive lenses. The naive lenses require linear time as the data grows and need up to 1743ms to
update the database when the data grows to 200000 rows. A majority of the naive execution time
(up to 1320ms) is used to query the entire database, and so optimising the local algorithms will
have little effect on the overall performance.
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The incremental lenses on the other hand performmuch faster even as the data grows to hundreds
of thousands of rows, requiring only between 9.5ms and 17.75ms total execution time depending
on the size of the underlying tables. Of that time between 9ms and 17ms are used to query the
database, making database performance the limiting factor for small datasets.

Figure 13b shows how the same application ran when using a database server situated on another
computer. This affects the query time because the bandwidth is limited and the latency becomes
higher. Less bandwidth means that the data loads more slowly, while higher latency imposes a
delay per query. The total execution time of the naive version nearly doubles to up to 3748ms , of
which 2679ms is used to query the database server, while the incremental version remains much
faster requiring only up to 62ms , of which 59ms are used for querying the database.

Figure 13c directly compares the performance of incremental relational lenses when the database
is located on the same or a different machine. Given that the bandwidth required is relatively small,
the main additional overhead associated with using a remote database server is a roughly constant
increase of about 30ms . Note that the data in Figure 13c is the same as that for incremental evaluation
in Figures 13a and 13b, but with the scale of the y-axis adjusted to allow easier comparison of the
two incremental versions.

7 RELATED WORK

Language-integrated query and web programming. Our approach is implemented in Links [Cooper
et al. 2006], but should also be applicable to other functional languages with support for language-
integrated query, such as Ur/Web [Chlipala 2015] and F# [Syme 2006], or the Database-Supported
Haskell library [Ulrich and Grust 2015]. Our incremental relational lens definitions could also be
implemented inside a database system. It would be interesting to explore what extensibility features
could accommodate relational lenses in other languages.

Incremental computation. Incremental viewmaintenance is awell-studied topic in databases [Gupta
and Mumick 1995]. We employ standard incrementalisation translations for relations (sets of tu-
ples) [Qian and Wiederhold 1991; Griffin et al. 1997]. More recently, Koch [2010] developed an
elegant framework for incremental query evaluation for bags (multisets of tuples), and Koch et al.
[2016] extended this approach to nested relational queries. We think it would be very interesting to
investigate (incremental) lenses over nested collections or multisets.
Incremental recomputation also has a large literature, including work on adaptive functional

programming and self-adjusting computation [Acar et al. 2006; Hammer et al. 2014]. While closely
related in spirit, this work focuses on a different class of problems, namely recomputing computa-
tionally expensive results when small changes are made to the inputs. In this setting, recording
a large trace caching intermediate results can yield significant savings if the small changes to
the input only lead to small changes in the trace. It is unclear that such an approach would be
effective in our setting. In any case, to the best of our knowledge, this approach has not been used
for database queries or view updates.

Our approach to incrementalisation does draw inspiration from the incremental lambda calculus

of Cai et al. [2014]. They used Koch’s incremental multiset operations in examples, but our set-
valued relations and deltas also fit into their framework. Another relevant system, SQLCache [Scully
and Chlipala 2017], shows the value of language support for caching: in SQLCache, query results
(and derived data) are cached and when the database is updated, dynamic checking is used to
avoid recomputing results if the query did not depend on the changed data. However, otherwise
SQLCache recomputes the results from scratch. Language support for incremental query evaluation
could be used to improve performance in this case.
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Updatable views and lenses. Updatable views have been studied extensively in the database
literature, and are supported (in very limited forms) in recent SQL standards and systems. We refer
to Bohannon et al. [2006a] for discussion of earlier work on view updates and how relational lenses
improve on it. Although updatable views (and their limitations) are well-understood, they are still
finding applications in current research, for example for annotation propagation [Buneman et al.
2002] or to łexplainž missing answers, via updates to the source data that would cause a missing
answer to be produced [Herschel et al. 2017]. Date [2012] discusses current practice and proposes
pragmatic approaches to view update. To the best of our knowledge, the work that comes closest
to implementing relational lenses is Brul [Zan et al. 2016], which builds on top of BiGUL [Ko et al.
2016], a put-oriented language for programming bidirectional transformations. Brul includes the
core relational lens primitives and these can be combined with other bidirectional transformations
written in BiGUL. However, Zan et al. [2016] implement the state-based definitions of relational
lenses over Haskell lists and do not evaluate their performance over large databases or consider
efficient (incremental) techniques. They also do not consider functional dependencies or predicate
constraints, so it is up to the programmer to ensure that these constraints are checked or maintained.
Ko and Hu [2018] recently proposed a Hoare-style logic for reasoning about BiGUL programs in
Agda, which could perhaps be extended to reason about relational lenses.

Object-relational mapping (ORM) is a popular technique for accessing and updating relational
data from an object-oriented language. ORM can impose performance overhead but Bernstein
et al. [2013] show that incremental query compilation is effective in this setting. We would like to
investigate whether incremental relational lenses could be composed with more conventional (edit)
lenses to provide ORM-like capabilities for functional languages.

Wang et al. [2011] considered incremental updates for efficient bidirectional programming over
tree-shaped data structures, but not relations. There are several approaches to lenses that are based
on translating changes, including edit lenses [Hofmann et al. 2012], delta lenses [Diskin et al. 2011],
c-lenses [Johnson and Rosebrugh 2013] and update lenses [Ahman and Uustalu 2014]. None of
these approaches has been applied to relational lenses as far as we know. Rather than utilize (and
recapitulate) the needed technical background for these approaches, we have opted for concrete
approach based on incrementalisation in the style of [Cai et al. 2014], but it would be interesting to
understand the precise relationships among these various formalisms.
Bidirectional approaches to query languages for XML or graph data models have also been

proposed [Hidaka et al. 2010; Liu et al. 2007]. However, to the best of our knowledge these approaches
are not incremental and have not been evaluated on large amounts of data. There is also work on
translating updates to XML views over relational data, for example Fegaras [2010]; however, this
work does not allow joins in the underlying relations.

8 CONCLUSIONS

View update is a classical problem in databases, with applications to database programming, security,
and data synchronisation. Updatable views seem particularly valuable in web programming settings,
for bridging gaps between a normalised relational representation of application data and the
representation the programmer actually wants to work with. Updatable views were an important
source of inspiration for work on lenses in the functional programming languages community.
There has been a great deal of research on lenses for functional programming since the influential
work of Foster et al. [2007], but relatively little of this work has found application to the classical
view update problem. The main exception to this has been Bohannon et al. [2006a], who defined
well-behaved relational lenses based on a type system that tracks functional dependencies and
predicate constraints in addition to the usual type constraints. Unlike updatable views inmainstream
relational databases, relational lenses support complex view definitions (including joins) and offer
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strong guarantees of correct round-tripping behavior. However, to the best of our knowledge
relational lenses have never been implemented efficiently over actual databases.
In this paper we developed the first practical implementation of relational lenses, based on

incrementalisation. Here, we again draw on parallel developments in the database and functional
programming communities: incremental view maintenance is a classical topic in databases, and
there has been a great deal of work in the programming language community on adaptive or
incremental functional programming. We show how to embed relational lenses (and their associated
type and constraint system) into Links and prove the correctness of incremental versions of the
select, drop, and join relational lenses and their compositions. We also presented an implementation
and evaluated its efficiency. In particular, we showed that the naive approach of shipping the whole
source database to a client program, evaluating the put operation in-memory, and replacing the
old source tables with their new versions is realistic only for trivial data sizes. We demonstrate
scalability to databases with hundreds of thousands of rows; for reasonable view and delta sizes,
our implementation takes milliseconds whereas the naive approach takes seconds.
Our work establishes for the first time the feasibility of relational lenses for solving classical

view update problems in databases. Nevertheless, there may be room for improvement in various
directions. We found a pragmatic solution that uses a small number of simple queries, but other
strategies for calculating minimal deltas are possible. Developing additional incremental relational
lens primitives or combinators, and combining relational lenses with conventional lenses, are two
other possible future directions.
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